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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Politically motivated human rights
violations continued during the period
under review. The period saw most of
the violence being concentrated
around the workers day celebrations
on the first of May. The level of
violence is set to increase as a result
of the oncoming local government
elections. In most urban areas, market
places have become hot spots for
human rights abuses as ‘bases’ have
been created for torturing suspected
MDC supporters.
The forms of
violence have mostly been harassment
and intimidation with cases of assault,
arbitrary arrests and malicious injury
to property being reported in some
provinces. State perpetrated violence

reportedly assaulted by AB also of MDC
due to intra-party differences within the
opposition party MDC. It is alleged that
both want to contest in the forthcoming
local government elections. The victim
was injured and had to be attended to
medically at Gwanda Hospital.

has continued through the use of state
resources to gain political mileage and the
passive response by the police to cases of
politically motivated violence.
Political intolerance is still prevalent in all
the provinces and this intolerance has
exacerbated by the oncoming local
government elections. In Matabeleland, an
MDC member IP, from Panama irrigation
scheme who declared her interest to
represent her party in the forth coming
council elections had her irrigation
equipment at her plot vandalized and a
crop of beans destroyed by a marauding
gang of Zanu PF members led by NN.
IP was further threatened with death if she
went ahead and contested against a Zanu
PF candidate. In another case in
Matabeleland, JM (44) of MDC of
Lushonkwe village in ward 9 was

Freedom of expression and association
is limited as people are being harassed
for attending meetings such as those
organised by the Combined Harare
Residents
Association
and
the
Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions.
On the other hand people are being
forced to attend the rallies organised by
the ruling party. In Marondera, for
instance, people were harassed and
intimidated to attend a rally by the Vice
President Joyce Mujuru at Rudhaka
stadium. In Manicaland, at Matendeudze

Figure 1: Comparison chart showing the human rights violation cases received from the
Northern and Southern regions during the month of May 2006
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In Midlands and Mashonaland west it is
alleged that recruitment for employment is
being done through party channels in the
Ministry of Education whereby individuals
are required to present ZANU PF reference
letters before they can be offered jobs.
Unemployed individuals are also being
manipulated by being asked to register with
Zanu PF before they can get employment in
programmes that may arise. In view of the
low levels of employment in the country and
the general difficulties in getting employment
the dangling of a job for the desperate youth
and the unemployed is a gross violation of
human rights.

village, PM and VM who are sub chiefs
were brought before Chief Mutamambara’s
traditional court and made to pay 10 herd
of cattle for attending an MDC rally and
publicly declaring their support for the
opposition party at Chisidamba grounds in
Mutare.
Food and agricultural input politicisation
has become the order of the day as some
villagers have been threatened with
withdrawal from social schemes by
government if they support do not Zanu
PF. A case in point was in Mashonaland
central, Mwendaberi village, ward 7 where
0PC (40) of Zanu pf was said to have
harassed MM (25), SS and GG (45) of
MDC in their effort to deny MDC
supporters GMB inputs. These people had
their names listed down for inputs but were
told to wait for their inputs from Britain
because they supported MDC.

Impunity continues unabated as there are
cases where the reports made to the police are
not considered. Some war veterans believe
that as members of the ruling party there are
untouchable and above the law. Police details
based at Birchenough police post allegedly

refused to process a case that was
brought before them by TM of the
MDC citing fear from DC, a Zanu PF
central committee member who was a
respondent in the case.
Sexual abuse is also being used as a
political weapon against women. In
one case in Mutare West a war
veteran and a Zanu PF member
allegedly raped AM, bar tender and
MDC member with the help of two
other Zanu PF colleagues S and P
claiming that he “was having sex with
Mai (Mrs) Tsvangirai”. Although the
case was reported to police, no action
has been taken by the police.

Figure 2: Graph showing numbers of different incidents of human rights violations recorded for the month of
May 2006
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METHODOLOGY

This report is based on reports
from ZPP long-term community
based primary peace monitors
who observe, monitor and record
cases of human rights violations
in the constituencies they reside.
ZPP deploys a total of 240
community-based primary peace
monitors (two per each 120

electoral constituencies of
Zimbabwe). These communitybased monitors reside in the
constituencies they monitor. They
compile reports that are handed
over to ZPP provincial
coordinators who man the
different ZPP offices in the ten
administrative provinces of

Zimbabwe. Upon receipt and
verifications of the reports from
the monitors, the provincial
coordinators compile provincial
monthly monitoring reports,
which are then consolidated at
national office into the ZPP
monthly monitoring reports.

NORTHERN REGION

Harare Metropolitan
Budiriro

In Tynwald, AS an MDC youth was
allegedly harassed and assaulted by
three Zanu PF youths, PK, FM and TG
for distributing MDC t/shirts.

12 May 2006

15 May 2006

In Budiriro 1, fighting was said to
have broken out between MDC
youths and Zanu PF youths. The
MDC youths are reported to have
stoned the Zanu PF District
Chairperson’s house and broke
window panes during the fight.

In Dzivarasekwa 3, CB a Zanu PF
member was allegedly harassed and
assaulted by other Zanu PF youths, EZ
and TM for not attending meetings
regularly.

20 May 2006

At Dzivarasekwa 1, shops TM an MDC
youth was allegedly assaulted by five
other MDC youths of anti-senate faction
for supporting MDC pro-senate faction.

Glen Norah.
12 May 2006
At Spar-Lusaka, it is alleged that two
Zanu PF youths looted and
confiscated goods belonging to JK a
vendor accused of supporting
MDC.At BP service station, it is
alleged that Sandra who had a ZCTU
flag was harassed and forced to toytoy by three Zanu PF youths who
accused her of supporting MDC.

17 May 2006
15 May 2006

At Budiriro 5 shops, two people not
known their names were assaulted in
a bar near the polling station by four
suspected Zanu PF youths who were
driving a Nissan Hard body in full
view of police officers who could not
make an arrest.
Dzivarasekwa

20 May 2006
In Warren Park, T a Zanu PF youth
wearing Zanu PF T/shirt was allegedly
harassed and forced to chant MDC antisenate faction slogan by ten MDC
youths.

3 May 2006
In Dzivarasekwa 1, TD MDC member
was allegedly harassed and given one
month notice by her landlord S a
Zanu PF supporter for singing MDC
songs.

23 May 2006
In Warren Park Gun hill vegetable
market about ten vendors were allegedly
harassed and threatened with eviction
from the place for not attending Zanu PF
campaign rally by the President in
Budiriro constituency.

5 May 2006
At Harare’s provincial heroes’ acre, a
passer-by AT was allegedly harassed
and intimidated by two soldiers who
guard the place for talking in favour
of MDC.

26 May 2006
In Dzivarasekwa 2 it is alleged that RG
Zanu PF secretary for the area was
harassed and assaulted by other Zanu PF
members, SN, IS and TN over the
distribution of party materials.

At 152nd.street Lusaka, it is alleged
that GC was assaulted by four Zanu
PF youths for distributing fliers of
Combined Harare Residents
Association inviting people to a
meeting which Zanu PF perceive as
an MDC arm.
18 May 2006
At Lusaka vegetable market, it is
alleged that people who visit the
market are being asked which party
they support and if they are for the
opposition they are taken to Zanu PF
base opened there.
20 May 2006
At Machipisa bus terminus, it is
alleged that two Zanu PF youths, TM
and MK were harassed and forced to
attend MDC rally to be held in
Budiriro 5 by five MDC anti-senate
youths.
21 May 2006

12 May 2006
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At Lusaka crèche, it is alleged that TM
WAS assaulted by three Zanu PF youths
accused of being an MDC activist.
26 May 2006
At Shiriyedenga Primary School, it is
alleged that OT was assaulted for advising
people to attend a Combined Harare
Residents Association meeting which was
perceived as an MDC meeting by a Zanu
PF member.
Harare North

lodging place by the owner Mai Alice
Zanu PF member because she was
suspected to be a member of the
opposition MDC. 15 May 2006
At Mukambo market Machipisa, it is
alleged that JM was assaulted by two
municipal officers and two Zanu PF
youths who confiscated her goods for
refusing to attend a Zanu PF meeting.

In Kambuzuma 1, it is alleged that NW
MDC youth was harassed and assaulted by
a policeman NP accused of supporting
MDC.
21 May 2006
In Haig Park, it is alleged that two people,
Timothy and Peter were harassed and
assaulted by Mr. M Zanu PF supporter for
talking against the ruling party.

At number 1 ground Mabvuku, EC
and LM MDC youth were
purportedly harassed, assaulted and
goods looted by another eight
MDC youths of Pro-senate faction
twelve t/shirts were taken away.
10 May 2006

At Machipisa, it is alleged that Mr. M a
Zanu PF member was assaulted by three
MDC youths, Rufaro, L and F for
talking good about MDC.
22 May 2006

14 May 2006

7 May 2006

19 May 2006

1 May 2006
In Mabelreign it is alleged that three MDC
youths, FM, TK and AC were assaulted by
the army for wearing MDC t/shirts.

the ruling party.

At Mombeyarara bar it is assumed
that DN an MDC youth was
assaulted by two Zanu PF
members, CM and BP accused of
being a sell-out.

At OK Machipisa, it is alleged that TM
was assaulted his goods confiscated by
four police officers of Machipisa police
station and was accused of being an
MDC supporter who does not want to
promote operation clean-up.

11 May 2006

29 May 2006

13 May 2006

At Karigamombe Housing Co-operative,
it is alleged that AN was assaulted by
two Zanu PF youths for celebrating
MDC’s victory in Budiriro by-elections.
Kambuzuma

At Tafara hall it is supposed that
three MDC youths, NM, TN and
DM were harassed and intimidated
for refusing to attend a Zanu PF
meeting by Zanu PF youths led by
FM.

3 May 2006

25 May 2006

In section 2 shops, RM an MDC
member was allegedly harassed and
intimidated for selling The Zimbabwean
newspaper by Zanu PF youths.

At Mombeyarara shops, it is
believed that Mr. M a Zanu PF
member was assaulted and
unlawfully detained by twelve
MDC anti-senate youths who also
tore his T/shirt and sun hat with
Mugabe’s portrait.

In Tafara, it is alleged that WM an
MDC youth was harassed and
displaced from his lodging place by
Zanu PF youths sent by GB.

Highfields
3 May 2006
At Karigamombe Housing Co-operative, it
is alleged that JT was assaulted by three
Zanu PF youths and was forced to attend a
Zanu PF meeting.
5 May 2006
At old Highfields, Mr. M was assaulted by
two MDC members who wanted to know
political affiliation of the victim.
At Lusaka section of Highfields, it is
alleged that Mrs. B and family were
harassed and their goods confiscated by
police officers of Machipisa police station
led by Mai D Zanu PF chairlady for the
area for refusing to attend a Zanu PF
meeting.

12 May 2006
In section 3 shops, LN Zimrights activist
was allegedly harassed and intimidated
for wearing a t/shirt written ‘We the
silent Majority’.
Mabvuku

In Area D, people at Mayambo
children’s home were allegedly
harassed and food looted by four
Zanu PF youths.

5 May 2006
Mufakose
At Matongo shops, it is suspected that
VK Zanu PF youth was harassed and
assaulted by fourteen MDC youths at a
funeral of the victim’s father.
6 May 2006

10 May 2006
At Engineering section, it is alleged that
Judith was harassed and displaced from her

26 May 2006

In Tafara it is alleged that Mrs. M MDC
member was harassed and assaulted by
LS Zanu PF member for refusing to join
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13 May 2006
At Mungongoma, MC a Zanu PF
member was allegedly assaulted by
TM MDC youth for selling Zanu
PF cards.
19 May 2006
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NORTHERN REGION
At OK shops, JM a Zanu PF
member was purportedly assaulted
by EN an MDC member for
denouncing opposition leader
Morgan Tsvangirai.

In New stands of St. Mary’s it is said that
CM a Zanu PF youth was assaulted by
three MDC youths and a cart full of fire
wood looted.
28 May 2006

21 May 2006
At Samuriwo shops it is alleged
that EC Zanu PF youth was
assaulted by two MDC youths, EC
and JN accused of having assaulted
MDC members.

In Mubvurumira road, it is purported that
three MDC youths, MG, GM and LM were
harassed and intimidated for holding an
MDC meeting by ten Zanu PF youths.
29 May 2006

At Gudza shop it is understood that
RK, an MDC member was
assaulted by VC Zanu PF youth for
celebrating MDC’s victory in
Budiriro by-election.

At St. Mary’s crèche, it is alleged that
three Zanu PF members led by Mr. G were
harassed and threatened with beatings by
four MDC youths for supporting the ruling
party.

St Mary’s

Zengeza

6 May 2006

1 May 2006

Along Ingwe drive, TM MDC
youth was ostensibly assaulted by
three Zanu PF youths led by A for
refusing to attend Zanu PF meeting.

In Unit D, it is suspected that Mrs. M and
other Zanu PF supporters were harassed
and assaulted by four MDC youths for
attending a Zimbabwe Congress of Trade
Union function.

7 May 2006
12 May 2006
At St. Mary’s, it is alleged that FG
suspected MDC youth was
harassed and forced to attend a
Zanu PF meeting by two Zanu PF
youths.
At St Mary’s, it is held that PZ
suspected MDC was harassed and
threatened not to be written her
name for social benefits if she does
not attend Zanu PF meeting.

At Zengeza 2 shops, it is alleged that Mr.
Kondo MDC member was harassed and
threatened with beatings ahead of Budiriro
by-election.

MDC supporters from Harare.
10 May 2006
At Sengwe shops, NM an MDC
supporter was purportedly harassed and
threatened with death for talking to
known MDC member by KS a Zanu PF
supporter.
13 May 2006
At Mupatsi shops, two suspected MDC
members, TC and wife were evidently
harassed and threatened with eviction
for not attending Zanu PF meetings by
war veteran EK.
15 May 2006
At Musoni shops, PM a Zanu PF youth
was allegedly assaulted by two MDC
youths, TJ and KJ accused of having
beaten their mother for allowing her
sons to join MDC.
18 May 2006
In Mudoti village, MM an MDC youth
was seemingly assaulted by other MDC
supporters, EN and HM accused of
having told Zanu PF youths that the
perpetrators were selling MDC party
cards.
26 May 2006

In Unit J, it is supposed that L and two
others were harassed and threatened with
heavy beatings if they support pro-senate
faction by two anti-senate MDC youths.

At Sengwa, FR an MDC supporter was
purportedly harassed and threatened
with serious beatings if she continues
supporting MDC.

28 May 2006

27 May 2006

Along Ingwe Drive, it is thought that Z. a
Zanu PF youth was assaulted by two MDC
youths who were celebrating MDC’s
victory in Budiriro by-election

At Masasa shops, three suspected MDC
members, EG, TG and EG were
allegedly unlawfully detained and taken
to kangaroo court by Zanu PF youths
accused of harbouring three strangers
from Harare suspected to be MDC
members.

15 May 2006
At Zengeza 5, JM and another
MDC youth were allegedly
harassed and intimidated for
discussing and hoping that MDC
was going to win in Budiriro byelection by five Zanu PF youths.
20 May 2006
At Huruyadzo shops, it is alleged
that two MDC pro-senate youths,
JM and SB were harassed and
intimidated by other fifteen MDC
youths anti-senate faction for
joining the other faction.

Mashonaland East
Chikomba
2 May 2006
In Chivhu town, two suspected MDC
members, JM and SM were supposedly
assaulted by two Zanu PF members, HM
and JM for giving shelter to suspected

Goromonzi
3 May 2006
At Murape shops, it is alleged that SM
suspected MDC member was harassed
and threatened with heavy beatings for
supporting ZCTU by SZ a Zanu PF
member.

24 May 2006
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15 May 2006
In Machekera village, it is assumed that
villagers were harassed and threatened
withdrawal from social schemes by
government if they support MDC by VS
Zanu PF secretary for the village.

At Chikomo Tavern, a known MDC
activist Mr. M was reportedly severely
assaulted by rogue Zanu PF youths, led
by GM and three others.
Marondera West
2 May 2006

At Majuro shops, it is supposed that CT
Zanu PF youth was assaulted by AZ MDC
youth for wearing a Zanu PF t/shirt and
tried to jump the queue taking advantage
of the party.

At Lynne farm, it is alleged that JG and
family MDC members were displaced
from the farm because of supporting
opposition party by Zanu PF chairperson
and four Zanu PF youths, P, T, B and T.

17 May 2006

At Plotmore farm, JZ and family MDC
members were allegedly displaced from
the farm for supporting opposition party
by M and three Zanu PF youths.

At Chibweno resettlement, AM an MDC
member was apparently harassed and
threatened with eviction from her plot by
war veteran FH for supporting MDC.
20 May 2006
At Majuru shops, it is alleged that AG
MDC member was assaulted by TN Zanu
PF member for predicting an MDC victory
in Budiriro by-election which were being
conducted the same day.
21 May 2006
At Bosha shops, it is alleged that AM
MDC member was assaulted by EB and
other Zanu PF supporters for celebrating
MDC victory in Budiriro by-election.

11 May 2006
At Bumburwi School the headmaster
LM suspected MDC supporter was
allegedly harassed and intimidated by
Zanu PF chairman and three youths.

7 May 2006
At Chindenga village, it is alleged
that two MDC members, RM and AN
were harassed and intimidated for
discussing about Budiriro by-election
in favour of MDC by four Zanu PF
youths led by JW.
13 May 2006
At Tsiko village, it is alleged that BM
an MDC member was harassed and
intimidated by RK Zanu PF chair that
was refusing his son to marry the
daughter of an MDC member.
22 May 2006
In Chindenga village, it is alleged that
two suspected MDC youths from
Harare, RM and AK who were heard
discussing the just ended Budiriro byelection were harassed and threatened
with heavy beatings by four rogue
Zanu PF youths, led by JW.

In a separate case, at Chitangazuwa
School, the headmaster of the school BS
suspected MDC member was allegedly
harassed and intimidated to attend Vice
President Amai Mujuru’s rally by Zanu
PF chairman and two youths.

At Mutoko Centre, Zimbabwe water
authority staff were allegedly
harassed and denied to close water
meters for those who failed to pay by
Zanu PF youths.

Murewa North

Mutoko South.

3 May 2006

14 May 2006

At Madamombe shops, TN MDC youth
was allegedly assaulted by DM Zanu PF
activist for selling MDC party cards.

At Masvitsi Primary school, SC
suspected MDC member was
allegedly harassed and harassed being
forced to attend a Zanu PF meeting by
four Zanu PF supporters, NC, LC, SZ
and JM.

23 May 2003
At Uzzi farm, it is alleged that TK MDC
supporter was assaulted by LK aZanu PF
youth for celebrating MDC victory in
Budiriro by-election.
30 May 2006
At Majuru shops, it is suspected that ST
Zanu PF member was assaulted by Stephen
MDC member for trying to jump a sugar
queue taking advantage of his membership
in the Zanu PF party.
Marondera East
1 May 2006
At Rudhaka stadium, it is said that Mr. C
MDC activist was assaulted for refusing to
attend Vice President Amai Mujuru’s rally
by war veteran M and three other Zanu PF
youths.

8 May 2006
At Guzha village, MB MDC activist was
allegedly assaulted by CM Zanu PF
member accused of furthering the
interests of MDC in the village.
13 May 2006
At Mahachi shops, two MDC activists
were allegedly assaulted accused of
mobilizing villagers to join MDC by
three Zanu PF members, EM, JN and
PM.
17 May 2006
In Murewa centre, EM MDC activist
was allegedly assaulted by TC Zanu PF
member over political differences.

15 May 2006
In village 24, TC suspected MDC
member was allegedly harassed and
intimidated for refusing to attend
Zanu PF meetings by headman M and
other Zanu PF supporters, PC and
EM.
19 May 2006
At Jani shops, RK Zanu PF member
was allegedly assaulted by AM MDC
member for being a rogue war
veteran.
21 May 2006

29 May 2006
Mutoko North
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DD was allegedly assaulted by three Zanu
PF youths, Aleck, John Nyanhongo and
Arnold Chimusoro for celebrating MDC’s
victory in Budiriro by-election.

In Joe village, it is alleged that TK MDC
member was harassed and intimidated by
Zanu PF local councillors NK.
7 May 2006

allegedly harassed CM (30) of the MDC
and had his soccer team ball taken away
by Zanu PF supporters who accused
him o being a aligned to NCA which
and viewed as an affiliate of MDC.

Seke
2 May 2006
In Madhovi village, it is alleged that AC an
MDC member had his garden looted by
suspected Zanu PF members for being an
MDC activist.
6 May 2006
At Dema growth point RM an MDC
member was allegedly assaulted by RJ
Zanu PF member for wearing an MDC
T/shirt.
10 May 2006

At Katiyo shops it is alleged that BM
MDC youth was assaulted by KD rogue
Zanu PF supporter for wearing MDC
t/shirt.
15 May 2006
At Joe village it is alleged that GK MDC
member was harassed and chased away
from his uncle’s funeral by GK Zanu PF
supporter for being an MDC activist.

20 May 2006
AM (25) of Zanu PF was purportedly
harassed by BK (30), MK (26) and SM
(21) in Chimudzeka village accusing
Mawira of spying on MDC as he was
seen befriending MDC supporters.
25 May 2006
TM (35) and JM (35) of MDC allegedly
harassed Zanu PF’s

23 May 2006
In Chidyamudungwe village it is alleged
that PT MDC member was harassed and
displaced from the village for being an
MDC activist by PC.

25 May 2006

11 May 2006

Mt Darwin North

TC (50), CK, (35), PD (40) and EM (40)
of Zanu PF allegedly harassed JN (50),
PD (55) of MDC and LK (45) a member
of the public in village Chitsato, Ward
12 accusing them of selling their beasts
to some Harare men who they viewed as
supporters of the MDC.

At Gombe shops, two MDC members, NK
and JM were allegedly harassed and denied
to buy sugar by the owner of the shop and
staunch Zanu PF supporter, KB.

3 May 2006

Mt Darwin South

CM (60) of MDC allegedly harassed SK
(55) of Zanu PF accusing her of wearing a
Zanu PF T/shirt in a village viewed to be
MDC dominant.

8 May 2006

At Michael farm, RR an MDC member
was allegedly harassed and intimidated for
calling for an MDC meeting by six Zanu
PF members.

13 May 2006
At Ruwa country club, FJ Zanu PF
member was allegedly harassed and
threatened with heavy beatings for wearing
Zanu PF t/shirt by EC and two other MDC
members.
18 May 2006
At Chirasavana shops, NK an MDC
member was allegedly assaulted by two
Zanu PF members, TS and BG war
veterans for being an MDC activist.
23 May 2006
AT Gombe shops, MM an MDC member
was allegedly assaulted by two Zanu PF
youths, LJ and AM for celebrating MDC’s
victory in Budiriro by-election.
At Sky farm, TH an MDC member was
allegedly harassed and intimidated for
having attended an MDC rally at Dema
growth point by GM Zanu PF supporter.
Uzumba Maramba Pfungwe
2 May 2006

Mashonaland Central

10 May 2006
MK (30) of MDC allegedly harassed TM
(25) of Zanu PF in Gumbeze village ward
12 accusing him of going to Harare
frequently which to them meant he was
going to get money from MDC.
16 May 2006
Zanu PF’s JK (50), FK (40) and TM (40)
allegedly harassed FN (30) of MDC
accusing him of being biased when
recruiting workers. They accused him of
employing MDC supporters only.
17 May 2006
TM (40) of MDC was reportedly harassed
by his party colleagues JC (40), SC (40),
GM ( 30) and LM of ward 12 Gumbeze
village accusing him of misusing party
funds to form Grafax, a cotton company.
The police never reacted.

EM (32) of Zanu PF allegedly accused
his brother of witchcraft as his brother
was progressive and he alleged that he
was using party funds. A fight ensued
and accidentally a four-year old child
got hurt and died in the fight.
16 May 2006
EC (52) of Zanu PF allegedly harassed
TC (27) in ward 15, Chikore village for
criticizing Zanu PF for bussing people to
Budiriro.
23 May 2006
LM (60) of Zanu PF allegedly harassed
TD (35) of the same party accusing him
of aspiring to be an MDC Ward
Chairperson leaving his party Zanu PF.
Muzarabani
4 May 2006

18 May 2006

MDC’s BC (54) was reportedly harassed
by DK (58) of the ruling Zanu PF after
he had been found talking about bad
blood between Zimbabwe and IMF.

SN (45), DK (30) and EK (40) of Zanu PF

12 May 2006
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MG (35) of MDC was reported to
have been harassed by GH (48) and
other war veterans for failing to
provide a coffin for a decent burial of
SG also a former war veteran.

PM (30) of Zanu PF allegedly
assaulted BT (30) of MDC in
Chamanikere village ward 1 accusing
him of influencing the youths in the
village to support MDC.

17 May 2006

10 May 2006

TM (49) of Zanu PF allegedly
harassed LT (34) of MDC accusing
him of using the president’s name in
small things. LT planted a variety of
sweet potato called “Mugabe
wanyara” (“Shame on you Mugabe”).

AN (40), PC (30) and CB (35) of
Zanu PF allegedly harassed QZ (25),
NZ (30) and TM (30) for putting up
MDC poster on walls.

24 May 2006
GZ (54) of MDC allegedly harassed
OG (32) of MDC Machaya Village in
Ward 13 accusing her of hosting her
visiting father at the school she
teaches without informing the village
prior to her father’s visit.

GM (40), DB (45) , JM (50) of Zanu
PF and FM (25) a member of the
public allegedly assaulted members
of the public PM (35), CT (30) and
CM (30) at the Arid Store after they
had refused to sing revolutionary
songs as demanded by Zanu PF
supporters.

Rushinga

16 May 2006

8 May 2006
WP (70) of Zanu PF allegedly
harassed GM (35) and PM (450 of
MDC as they were forced to sell their
cotton to Cotton Marketing Board yet
they wanted to sell to private
companies which pay better.

In Mwendaberi village, ward 7, 0PC
(40) of Zanu PF was said to have had
harassed MM (25), SS and GG (45) of
MDC in their effort to deny MDC
supporters GMB inputs. They had
their names listed down but were told
to wait for their inputs from Britain
because they supported MDC.

12 May 2006

20 May 2006

JN (70) of Zanu PF was reported to
have harassed MJ (40) of MDC who
was once his tractor driver accusing
him of being aligned to the opposition
party.

In Ward 3 Muchihwa village MM
(35) of Zanu PF was said to have
assaulted LV (25) of MDC at a
meeting as the Chairperson tried to
force LV to denounce MDC.

Guruve South

29 May 2006

2 May 2006

MDC’s CN (30, EG (30, and BN (30)
allegedly assaulted GM (20) and TS
(35) of Zanu PF accusing them of
wearing their Zanu PF party T/shirts.
Police did not respond to the report.

J M (40) of Zanu PF reportedly
harassed EM a member of the public
who was going around the village
educating people on constitutional
matters.

15 May 2006

Mazowe West

5 May 2006

5 May 2006

PM (40), DN (45), of Zanu PF and
PN (45) a member of the public
purportedly harassed and assaulted
TM (50), GM (50) and PM (30) all of
MDC when they were overheard
talking ill about the government.
10 May 2006

BG (28) of Zanu PF was supposedly
harassed by fellow party colleagues
KD (28) and RB (27) accusing each
other of trying to position themselves
in preparation for local councils
elections.
12 May 2006
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Zanu PF’s T (35) and SM (29) allegedly
assaulted CM (32) of MDC of
Chawatama village in ward 19. Zanu PF
supporters made the MDC members to
ferry their goods to Chawatama village
from Mazoe promising to pay them
later, of which they refused to pay.
19 May 2006
Cde M (50) of Zanu PF reportedly
assaulted GM (40) of MDC in ward 15
in Mazowe area accusing him of not
attending Zanu PF meetings held in the
area together with his school going age
children.
21 May 2006
Cde G (45) and AM (30) of Zanu PF
allegedly assaulted one woman only
identified as Mai Zuze (Zuze’s mother)
(45) and RC (32) accusing them of
tarnishing the country’s name by buying
and selling oil which G confiscated but
was ordered to return by police.

Mashonaland West
Ngezi
5 May 2006
About six suspected Zanu PF youths
were alleged to have harassed MM (27),
RM (24) and EC (29) of the MDC at
Manyoni village in ward 6 accusing the
trio of organising MDC meetings at the
Manyoni Business centre.
10 May 2006
JN (27) of Zanu PF allegedly harassed
MDC’s T P (27) at Eiffel Flats in ward
15 at a beer hall for blowing a red
whistle which is an MDC symbol.
12 May 2006
MDC’s LM (31) and ID (29) allegedly
harassed Zanu PF’s IM (29) and T R
(24) at Sabonabona plots in ward 16
accusing them of terrorizing MDC
supporters in the area.
Chinhoyi
2 May 2006
RP (50) and GM (40) of Zanu PF party
allegedly harassed AD (45), DK (30) of
the MDC, SM (35) and SN of Zanu PF
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accusing the four of inciting other
vendors not to pay weekly rentals but
to negotiate for monthly rentals for
the vending stalls.
In a separate incident, JM (54) SS
(35) and M (38) of Zanu PF party
seemingly harassed VT (28) also of
Zanu PF in an effort to seek
employment at the GMB where
anyone seeking employment was
supposed to bring with him a letter of
approval from his ward councillor, or
Zanu PF District chairperson to prove
that he/she is a Zanu PF supporter.
6 May 2006
Alderman M (55) and RK (45) of
Zanu PF allegedly harassed Cllr. M
(45) and RS (35) of Zanu PF
allegedly harassed MM (40) in their
effort to sideline him from attaining
positions in the ward. Elections were
un-procedurally held without the
knowledge of most people in the
ward.
11 May 2006
RS (38 and JM (54) of Zanu PF
allegedly harassed DK (31) of Zanu
PF at a restructuring meeting for Zanu
PF and asked D to surrender his list of
other MDC supporters.
19 May 2006
The Officer-In-Charge S (43)
allegedly harassed LM (28) of MDC
after he had received boys for a preschool at his church. Toys case from
UK and they were perceived to have
come from Blair the British Prime
Minister.
20 May 2006
FC (50) the MP for Chinhoyi
allegedly harassed RC (45) whom he
suspected to be and MDC member.
RC wanted to access sugar but was
denied access and sent away from the
queue21 may 2006

member of the public at a meeting
meant to organise residents to income
generating projects. People at the
meeting were asked to produce Zanu
PF cards of which MM did not have,
and was asked to the meeting. Others
also left the meeting in protest against
the action taken on MM and only a
handful were left and restructuring
was abortive.
Kariba
6 May 2006
An MDC supporter only identified as
T (45) allegedly harassed Mrs G (49)
of the MDC accusing her of
benefiting from a vending market stall
she got from Zanu PF. She was also
told to renounce and denounce MDC.
16 May 2006
Mr K (54), P (36) and some
unidentified vendors whose ages are
estimated between 27 – 45 were
allegedly harassed by three support
unit forces aged (30) alleging that the
were not waiting for the bus to go to
work but mobilizing people to go
against the party in the area.30 May
2006

harassed Nr N (35) and Mrs T of the
same party as they tried to resist the
payment of $50,000.00 which was
being levied on all villagers at
Kaimbanemwoyo village in ward 24,
accusing the pair of refusing to
contribute $50,000.00 per family
meant for the World Health Day.
In a similar incident, Mr V (42) of
Zanu PF allegedly harassed S (55)
and S (48) of MDC in the Sanyathi
Growth Point area in ward 24
accusing the pair of refusing to
contribute $50,000.00 per family
meant for World Health day.
Makonde
5 May 2006
CJ (55) and C (50) both of Zanu PF
allegedly harassed GC (40) and NK,
P (44) of MDC accusing them of
having voted for MDC hence the need
for them to vacate their residences so
that they are taken over by Zanu PF
supporters. The victims advised to
seek legal assistance as the party
seemed to be influencing the courts
on their deliberations.
13 May 2006

An unidentified Ward Chairperson
aged (35) of Zanu PF allegedly
harassed residents of ward 2 both
male and female of both parties at
GMB accusing them of not attending
meetings organised by the party.

GC (35) of Damba village in ward 1
allegedly assaulted GN (30) accusing
him of expressing dissatisfaction on
his salary as a teacher who had
worked for several years.

Sanyati

21 May 2006

12 May 2006
Zanu PF’s C (48) and C (59)
allegedly harassed Mrs G (49) of
MDC accusing her of benefiting from
a vending stall from the Zanu PF yet
she had refused to her support for
MDC.

JT (25), MH (21) and DH (30 of
MDC were allegedly harassed and
assaulted by TJ (30), V M (30), PB
(27) and Sgt. L (30) both of ZRP for
celebrating Budiriro by- elections
results. they were taken to Lion’s
Den police station where they were
made to pay $50,000 .00 each as fine.

18 may 2006

Kadoma Central

LB (42) and RS (35) of Zanu PF
allegedly harassed MM (33) and IM
(30) suspected them of being MDC
supporters when the pair refused to
take up posts during the restructuring
process of cells in their ward.

D M (38) of MDC allegedly harassed
Zanu PF’s Mr M (31) at Meja village
in ward 21 for trying to spy on MDC
meeting held at Nyimo Business
Centre.

4 May 2006

27 May 2006

24 May 2006

JM (54), LB (45) and RS (35) of Zanu
PF allegedly harassed MM (40) a

Mr V (42) of Zanu PF allegedly

DM (25) F J (30), TM (32) of Zanu
PF purportedly harassed SK (32) of
MDC accusing him of not attending
Zanu PF meetings.
9 May 2006
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S(35) leading a group of 13
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down the economy.
unidentified Zanu PF supporters
allegedly harassed SM (56) a member of
the public in ward 7 accusing him of not
attending Zanu PF meeting which
always take place near his place of
residence.

with commuter buses to apply for
permits to ploy Murambinda –
Birchenough route. MDC members like
NB and NK who applied for such permit
had their applications turned down
allegedly on political grounds.

11 May 2006

25 May 2006

A group of five Zanu PF supporters
aged between (20 and 27) led by BM
supposedly assaulted SP (32) and HM
(360 of Zanu PF accusing them of not
teaming up with them in the Mayoral
campaigns which have already started.

After being angered by the results of
Budiriro by-election, BM, a war veteran
and Zanu PF official based at
Murambinda growth point allegedly
threatened MC an MDC member with
unspecified action and declared that
Buhera would be declared a one party
district.

19 May 2006
Sixteen unidentified Zanu PF supporters
led by JM (40) of Zanu PF seemingly
displaced Mr and Mrs J (64) and (45)
respectively because of their affiliation
before the mayoral elections.

Buhera North

26 May 2006

07 May 2006

KC, of the MDC who wanted to set up a
business venture in Buhera was
allegedly asked by an official at Buhera
rural district council official to seek a
clearance letter from Zanu PF first
before his application could be
processed.

Two advanced level students at
Murambinda high school, PB of Zanu
PF and JK of MDC reportedly refused to
share a school text book and fought each
other due to political differences.
11 May 2006
The Zanu PF district coordinating
committee based at Murambinda
reportedly decreed that all churches and
NGOs who wish to have meetings in the
area have to seek authority and
clearance from the local Zanu PF office
of the District Administrator’s office.
16 May 2006
The Buhera rural district council led by
NK, has reportedly requested
applications from Zanu PF members

19 May 2006
In Zangama village, Zanu PF
activists led by TM allegedly
assaulted ES and A for supporting
the MDC.
26 May 2006

Manicaland

10 May 2006

Police details Constable C and C
based at Birchenough police post
allegedly refused to process a case
that was brought before them by
TM of the MDC citing fear from
DC, a Zanu PF central committee
member who was a respondent in
the case.

25 May 2006
At Dorowa growth point, Cde M, of
Zanu PF allegedly told villagers during a
Zanu PF meeting that all jobs in the area
will be set aside for Zanu PF supporters.
He reportedly threatened to dismiss all
suspected and known MDC members
from the public service.

At a Zanu PF meeting held at
Mukondomi village, KC, an official
from the party reportedly ordered all
(more than 80) villagers who receive
visitors whether they are children or
other relatives from cities like Harare
and Mutare to register these visitors
with local Zanu PF structures for vetting
purposes.

16 May 2006

For admonishing Zanu PF activists
IB and two unnamed colleagues,
against singing “rambai
makashinga” in a ruined economy,
TM of the MDC was subsequently
assaulted by the angry Zanu PF
agents at Begedhe village.
27 May 2006
At Mutisi village, GM of the MDC
was reportedly assaulted by Zanu
PF youths FZ and TC for taking up
employment with a Zanu PF
member. Victim was ordered to
find work among fellow MDC
members.

Buhera South
Chimanimani
10 May 2006
2 May 2006
GM, a member of the ruling Zanu PF
allegedly abducted and assaulted PU, for
claiming that she had been impregnated
by him. Perpetrator told victim that her
efforts would be in vain since as a
member of Zanu PF, was untouchable.
12 May 2006
For mentioning studio seven during a
political discussion at Nyadi business
centre, AM of the MDC was allegedly
kidnapped and seriously beaten by Zanu
PF activists RM, CH and AM. Victim
sustained a broken arm as a result of the
attack.
15 May 2006
At Ndongwe village, a war veteran and
Zanu PF activist ZM allegedly assaulted
two minor boys LS and MS for
criticizing the government for running
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DM, a shop owner and a Zanu PF
member aspiring to become a ward
councillor in ward 5, reportedly
barred NS, an MDC member from
buying necessities from the shop
because she was wearing an MDC
T shirt.
05 May 2006
Unnamed Zanu PF officials
masquerading as labour officials
from ZFTU allegedly threatened to
forcibly take over Bushmills, a
logging company if SK, the owner
fails to reinstate two workers (Zanu
PF members) whom he dismissed
for breaching a contractual
agreement.
20 May 2006
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At Matendeudze village, PM and VM who
are sub chiefs were brought before Chief
Mutamabara’s traditional court and made
to pay 10 herd of cattle for attending an
MDC rally and publicly declaring their
support for the opposition party at
Chisdamba grounds in Mutare.

conducted by CS, GC and TS at Gaza
hall because they assumed the
workshop was an MDC meeting.

28 May 2006

Two Chibuwe high school students BG
and WJ were expelled from the school
after taking part in a student
demonstration for better food after the
SDC chairman, a war veteran and Zanu
PF political commissar C, considered
the demonstration by students an MDC
protest aimed at removing the
government.

Chief N and M of Zanu PF reportedly
barred FC and JG from buying GMB
maize at Ndima business centre because
victims are members of the MDC.
30 May 2006
More than 100 Workers at Arda
Charleswood who include among others
RM, LS and GM have gone for three
months without a salary because the farm
manager S told them that the estate has no
money since it is not able to produce
anything of commercial value. The
affected workers have been reportedly
warned against reporting their plight to
GAPWUZ or ZCTU or they would face
unspecified consequences.

Chipinge South
9 May 2006

18 May 2006
Zanu PF activists DM and TS
allegedly went to S’s house where
they destroyed a 21 inch television
claiming that the victim was an
MDC member despite the fact that
victim was having an affair with one
of the perpetrators ‘ sister.
20 May 2006
A war veteran and a Zanu PF foot
soldier AM allegedly assaulted is son
JM for having attended an MDC rally.
Makoni North

10 May 2006

1 May 2006

The acting headmaster of Chibuwe
secondary school JM, was reportedly
demoted from his substantive deputy
head post by the school Development
Committee led by Zanu PF stalwarts
CK, M and PM. They ordered victim to
renounce his MDC membership and
surrender all MDC material that he
possessed in public.

Zanu PF members led by Mrs. M the
women’s league chairwoman
reportedly sang, danced and ululated
when they heard that Mrs. M, of the
MDC had died in an accident. It is
alleged that the rowdy group were so
happy they marched to the deceased
woman’s shop with the intention of
looting the grocery shop, but were
stopped by a lone policeman.

Chipinge North
10 May 2006
08 May 2006
Zanu PF activists led by one M, allegedly
invaded Wolfcraig farm belonging to TG
who is also the incumbent chairman of the
Chipinge Commercial farmers Union
despite the farm not being listed for
acquisition.

8 May 2006
MDC members JM, TZ and CM who
were drinking beer at Mwaimbodeyi
homestead were allegedly arrested and
detained by some police details who
accused victims of planning to mass
action against the government. They
were made to pay fines of $2,000,000.00
($2 million) each.

Unnamed education officials and
Zanu PF officials reportedly forcibly
transferred C, a teacher from Dombo
School for refusing to shout Zanu PF
slogans during a meeting that was
held at the school. They accused
victim of being an MDC activist.

11 May 2006

10 May 2006

At Matezwa village, M, a war veteran
and a Zanu PF supporter reportedly
harvested (unlawfully) about 90 kg of
macadamia nuts worth $45000 000 from
TM’s plot. He reportedly claimed that
victim had no right to benefit from
Zimbabwean land since victim supports
the MDC. Although victim reported case
to Chipangayi Police, they only took
notes but refused to open a docket for
the case.

Suspected Zanu PF/CIO functionaries
allegedly kidnapped IS and took him
to an unknown place for telling his
wife that “one day you will go and
stay with Mugabe”. The wife
reportedly always told her husband
that “iyi kana kuna VaMugabe
inosvika” meaning this case will
reach the President, each time the
couple had a quarrel.

9 May 2006
A horde of Zanu PF members allegedly
invaded Silverton farm operated by MJ
and EJ which resulted in the looting of
farm equipment. A truck loaded with
avocado pears destined for South Africa
was encumbered by the invaders. The
victim had been given back the farm by
Vice President JM on the 4th of April.
11 May 2006
Zanu PF members led by C allegedly
besieged Silverton farm and harassed MJ,
MJ, BS and S the whole night. They cut all
communication to the farm and the victims
were under siege the whole night. They
were rescued by police the following day.
20 May 2006
DD, a Zanu PF official allegedly sent a
group of party youths to disrupt a
CWGH workshop that was being

12 May 2006
18 May 2006
MS, a Zanu PF ward 20 councillor
aspirant allegedly sliced off the nose of
PM, a fellow Zanu PF cadre and rival
councillor aspirant as well after victim
reportedly de-campaigned him at a
funeral wake at Muteya homestead,
Tongogara village.
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JM, a 13 year old pupil at Nemaire
School was reportedly suspended
from attending school indefinitely by
the headmaster and TM, the Zanu PF
chairman for defacing President
Mugabe’s picture with a red pen. The
boy is said to have also written below
the picture “time is up”
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12 May 2006
For refusing to obey DM’s (MP) orders
to drop his passengers and go back
15km to pick up Zanu PF supporters and
bring them to headlands to attend
perpetrator’s meeting, the crew of
Kadare commuters have been banned
from picking and dropping passengers
between mufusire and Headlands by
DM. DM is the incumbent minister of
State Security.

led by EM, the political commissar in the
area.

all land in the country. Those who fail
to pay are labelled MDC members and
will be barred from gold panning.

13 May 2006
11 May 2006
CM of Zanu PF allegedly denied MDC
members MK and GM to buy GMB maize
because of their political affiliation as the
run up to council elections start in earnest.
Incident took place at Bvekerwa village.

N, a Zanu PF Councillor of ward 6,
allegedly harassed and forced an
MDC member LM from a village
development meeting for refusing to
say a Zanu PF slogan at Mafuke hall.

14 May 2006
13 May 2006

14 May 2006
At Moyomakaza farm, unnamed ZRP
details allegedly assaulted JT a farm
worker for listening to studio seven.

Zanu PF activists MS and AT allegedly
severely assaulted PG of the MDC at
Tsanazaguru for defiantly saying in
public that Zanu PF is a rotten party and
should be disbanded.

Zanu PF youths reportedly tried to
block an MDC meeting at Dora
school claiming that the meeting was
not cleared by the police.

24 May 2006

19 May 2006

13 May 2006

SM, a village health worker from village
26 and Zanu PF official was reportedly
demoted from her woman’s league
position for saying “Pamberi neZanu
PF” with an open palm instead of a
clenched fist.

At Gwese secondary school, Zanu PF
youths NG and CG allegedly assaulted
LM, LM and GM for refusing to
shout a Zanu PF slogan.

Makoni West

Zanu PF agents GK and DN allegedly
went to KM of the MDC’s shop at
Musungambira village where they
assaulted victim, tied him with an electric
cable and looted groceries claiming that
they were taking proceeds from the MDC
because the opposition party is an illegal
entity in the area.

02 May 2006

25 May 2006

At Matanhire business centre, MDC
more than thirty MDC members among
them BM, GM and FZ from buying
GMB maize by PM, a Zanu PF youth
chairman.

HM of Zanu PF allegedly unlawfully
detained CD of the MDC for several
hours in a store room as punishment for
his political affiliation.

RN and his son FN allegedly assaulted
his daughter MN and her husband JM
claiming that he would not allow his
daughter to be married by an MDC
supporter.
The incident happened at Maponde
village.

Mutare West
3 May 2006

Mutare South
04 May 2006

8 May 2006
5 May 2006

MDC members from Bandanyenye
village, IS, FS and FS were reportedly
barred from buying maize by PM a Zanu
PF official in the area. Victims were
labelled sell- outs .

At Ngonya village, a Zanu PF activist G
allegedly harassed CM whom he accused
of being a MDC member. Victim was
threatened with unspecified action by
perpetrator.

5 May 2006
6 May 2006
CM a woman of no known political
affiliation was reportedly verbally and
physically assaulted by Zanu PF
members GK and GZ during a village
development meeting for saying that
she would not deliver her maize to GMB
since the parastatal still owes her $20
000000 from last year. Victim was
labelled an MDC sympathizer who is
bent on destabilizing the economy of the
country.

A group of unnamed police details
reportedly went to GSM’s house in
Zimunya township and dug up the place
claiming they were looking for arms of
war. They also wanted to know the
whereabouts of Roy Bennett. Victim is the
provincial chairman of the MDC in the
province.

At Domboshava training centre (
Marange) where Zimpost was engaging
casual workers under the command of
Zanu PF activists PPM and SK, DKM
was reportedly chased away from the
recruitment centre unless he
surrendered all MDC materials that he
had.
10 May 2006
MZ who trapped and killed some
baboons in his field was asked to pay a
ram by chief Marange for the crime. At
the chief’s court victim was told that his
sentence had been deliberately made
harder because he was a member of the
MDC.

9 May 2006
10 May 2006

6 May 2006
At Mudyanadzo village, MDC members
AM, CC and VS were not allowed to
buy GMB maize by Zanu PF activists

Headman DM from Tamisai village is
reportedly demanding monthly tribute
from illegal gold panners in the area
claiming that the tribute is a form of thank
you to Zanu PF which owns and controls
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DC, a war veteran and a Zanu PF
member allegedly raped AM, bar tender
and MDC member with the help of two
other Zanu PF colleagues S and P
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claiming that he “was having sex with
Mai (Mrs) Tsvangirai”. Although the
case was reported to police, no action
has been taken by the police.

MDC who openly told villagers to vote
out the current Zanu PF councillor in the
forth coming ward elections.
8 May 2006

21 May 2006
Suspected MDC youths allegedly
assaulted PM a Zanu PF councillor for
Chimoio ward. Incident took place at
Muchineuta village during the night.
Victim sustained serious injuries.
25 May 2006
Zanu PF youths led by TMM allegedly
barred MDC members GM, PGK and
CC from attending a meeting at
Marange high school that was being
addressed by CM (MP). They were
abducted and detained for three hours.
Mutasa North
01 May 2006
MM, of Zanu PF allegedly with the
help of fellow Zanu PF youth beat
up SM, her husband severely accusing
him of being an MDC member. The
husband ran away from home and is still
in hiding since the incident.

The headmaster of Nyamhanda School
reportedly left the school and the
teaching profession in a huff after being
subjected to serious interrogation and
psychological torture by the SDA
committee led by PM a war veteran and
Zanu PF agent. The headmaster was
harangued by the ignoramuses for
accepting a donation of library books
from a local white farmer. This
donation angered the perpetrators who
perceived the donation from the farmer
as an MDC donation.

25 May 2006
MM was allegedly assaulted by
members of the ZRP special
constabulary for despising them. Victim
who was drinking beer together with his
assailants reportedly told them that
“chipurisa kushandiswa naMugabe
chaiko…”, meaning that the police force
is being used by Mugabe.
28 May 2006
ZS of the MDC was allegedly
unlawfully detained in a tobacco barn
for over five hours at Msabaeka farm by
a Zanu PF official JM for not attending a
Zanu PF meeting.

21 May 2006

Nyanga

A group of Zanu PF AFM parishioners
at Manhiya village led by JT reportedly
beat up TT, their pastor after he said that
“hatifanirwi kukundwa neZanu PF vari
serious nezvinhu zvavo hazvinei kuti
havasi pachokwadi”meaning that we
should not be out done by Zanu PF who
is serious with their agendas although
these are in vain. They pastor was
labelled an MDC member and received
serious injuries.

07 May 2006
For publicly praying for God to bless
Morgan Tsvangirai (MDC) during a
church service at Nyadowa growth
point, IG, of an apostolic sect church
was allegedly beaten by a Zanu PF
member BK.
08 May 2006

05 May 2006

25 May 2006

An MDC member IP, from Panama
irrigation scheme who declared her
interest to represent her party in the
forth coming council elections had her
irrigation equipment at her plot
vandalized and a crop of beans
destroyed by a marauding gang of
Zanu PF members led by NN. Victim
lost goods and agricultural equipment
worth more than $150,000,000.00 ($50
million) and was further threatened with
death if she went ahead and contested
against a Zanu PF candidate.

Suspected CIO agents from Nyanga
took KM, a Malawian citizen from DCMutasa growth point for criticizing
President Mugabe’s recent visit to
Malawi. Victim’s whereabouts are still
unknown but it is feared he is being held
in a torture camp in Nyanga.

At Nyamhuka 3, where garikai/hlalani
kuhle house where being allocated by
officials from MPCNH and M a Zanu
PF official, JM of the MDC was asked
to produce a Zanu PF card to be
considered. The official is reported to
have said “we don’t give bread meant
for our children to dogs, meaning that all
non Zanu PF members can not benefit
under the programme.

Mutasa South

16 May 2006

11 May 2006

DM, a member of the MDC from
Kambudzi village allegedly seduced and
deliberately infected a Zanu PF official
AC with an unspecified sexually
transmitted disease (STI) as punishment
for alleged cruelty victim perpetrated
against members of the MDC and other
villagers. Victim reportedly publicly
boasted and confessed about the case.

7 May 2006
At Hauna growth point, MDC members
ZM and RM reportedly harassed a
fellow MDC member MD whom they
saw reading the herald newspaper. They
accused him of being a member of the
MDC- Mutambara faction.
8 May 2006
At Jombe School, Headman CN
allegedly threatened to expel MG from
Nyabadza village or alternatively get her
killed because victim is a member of the

The Headmaster of Hartzell high school
reportedly punished a pupil NM, for
displaying the picture of President
Mugabe by his bed in the school
dormitory.
15 May 2006
For assisting some MDC officials whose
vehicle had broken down near his home,
JS, a teacher at Elim Mission in
Penhalonga was reportedly threatened
with serious consequences by the
headmaster and C, the SDA chairman.
The perpetrators are both Zanu PF office
bearers in ward committee.
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18 May 2006
At Chitambo village, a father TC
allegedly gave his son CC five herd of
cattle and $50,000,000.00 ($50 million)
cash as symbol of officially breaking the
paternal bond (gura ukama) because of
the son’s continued intransigency. The
son is said to have refused steadfastly to
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renounce his MDC membership and join
Zanu PF as his father demanded.

a Zanu PF official JM for not attending a
Zanu PF meeting.

21 May 2006

Nyanga

A fist fight involving HG, VT and a
group of other Zanu PF supporters broke
out after they disagreed over who
should succeed Mugabe after 2008.
Others wanted mai Mujuru, while some
were saying it should be Simba Makoni
and a third group wanted Tekere. The
discussion ended up with serious trading
of leather at Ruwangwe growth point.

07 May 2006
For publicly praying for God to bless
Morgan Tsvangirai (MDC) during a
church service at Nyadowa growth
point, IG, of an apostolic sect church
was allegedly beaten by a Zanu PF
member BK.

21 May 2006

At Nyamhuka 3, where garikai/hlalani
kuhle house where being allocated by
officials from MPCNH and M a Zanu
PF official, JM of the MDC was asked
to produce a Zanu PF card to be
considered. The official is reported to
have said “we don’t give bread meant
for our children to dogs, meaning that all
non Zanu PF members can not benefit
under the programme.

assault them physically.
27 May 2006

TD, member of the MDC reportedly
harassed and threatened to beat up TM
of Zanu PF for reading the Manica Post
which had emblazoned in bold letters
“MDC terror plans exposed”
22 May 2006
BN, of the MDC reportedly refused to
carry a sick woman PC to Nyanga
hospital in his car because the woman is
a Zanu PF supporter and she was
wearing a Zanu PF wrapper (cloth) with
President Mugabe’s head (insignia).
This put off perpetrator completely that
he drove off leaving the woman behind.
27 May 2006
At Chitambo village, MD of the MDC
has refused to share the bed with his
wife and has also refused to take food
prepared by the wife in protest after the
wife JD jumped ship and was elected
into the Zanu PF women’s league.

Matabeleland North

08 May 2006

16 May 2006
DM, a member of the MDC from
Kambudzi village allegedly seduced and
deliberately infected a Zanu PF official
AC with an unspecified sexually
transmitted disease (STI) as punishment
for alleged cruelty victim perpetrated
against members of the MDC and other
villagers. Victim reportedly publicly
boasted and confessed about the case
18 May 2006

MM was allegedly assaulted by
members of the ZRP special
constabulary for despising them. Victim
who was drinking beer together with his
assailants reportedly told them that
“chipurisa kushandiswa naMugabe
chaiko…”, meaning that the police force
is being used by Mugabe.
28 May 2006
ZS of the MDC was allegedly
unlawfully detained in a tobacco barn
for over five hours at Msabaeka farm by

12 May 2006
DD of ZCDT was reportedly
summoned to a hearing at the D.A.’s
office and accused of working with the
opposition by Hwange Rural District
Council chief executive officer Mr. TB,
a police officer K, Zimbabwe National
Army Major General and two CIOs
when he distributed food hand outs to
the terminally sick people in Jambezi.
2 May 2006
LM and PZ of Bulawayo Agenda were
purportedly harassed and intimidated by
L a police officer for organizing a
graduation ceremony for the civil
society leaders who had completed
training on the civil society leadership
programme.
13 May 2006

MM of Sibanginkosi, Maholoholo,
Mangani ward was attacked by M and H
for allegedly attending a Zanu PF
meeting
5 May 2006

25 May 2006

Hwange West

At Chitambo village, a father TC

Nkayi
2 May 2006

At Dakamela Mabhada village, Philizhi
ward, JM and JN of MDC attended a
meeting whose aim was to choose an
election candidate in the up coming
local government elections. MM, PM
and about fifteen other people proposed
to retain the current councillor and this
annoyed JM who allegedly protested.
MM and his friends subsequently
attacked the JM faction and the meeting
was called off. This portrays a high level
of intolerance of opinion diversity.

Madam S of Mtshabi, Sibangilizwe
village, ward 51, was assaulted for
allegedly being Zanu PF supporter by
TSS has since been reportedly arrested.
24 May 2006
It is alleged that at Maphekane
Khuluma village, Ngomambi ward SM,
SN and SN were on their way to the
grinding mill when they were
confronted by a group of about seven
suspected MDC youths who accused
them of attending and cooking at the
Zanu PF meeting which was held in the
area violating their freedom of
association. They also threatened to

© ZPP Programmes Dept. May 2006

PK and LM of Bulawayo Agenda had
booked Baobab hotel as the venue for
the graduation ceremony for the civil
society leadership programme and only
to cancel after a misunderstanding with
the management of that hotel CN who
also happens to be a staunch Zanu PF
supporter. This apparently did not amuse
CN who is said to have phoned the
police and told them that Bulawayo
Agenda had organized an illegal
political meeting at ZESA guest house
which led to the arbitrary arrest of LM
and PK and later to be released without
charges pressed against them
18 May 2006
MM is reported to have had bought a
Net-One simcard from the Matebeleland
North Governor, S M’s agent who
usually sells Net-One cell phone lines.
Upon discovering that the line was sold
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Bulawayo
to a human rights activist’s son
MM, the Governor was apparently
annoyed and told MM that he did
not deserve the line only Zanu PF
members should benefit from the
facility and she ordered the NetOne manager Mr M to block the
line of which he did without
reimbursing him.

Pumula\Luveve
2 May 2006
DM of Luveve 5 was allegedly harassed
by a MDC activist who accused him of
being a war veteran and further wanted
to know any positive achievements.
7 May 2006

Hwange East
3 May 2006
Councillor N of Jambezi
Kandababi ward, who is also
seeking re-election in the up
coming local government elections
under a Zanu PF ticket is said to
have mobilized the CIOs and
summoned DD of ZCDT and
accused him of working with the
opposition by not involving him in
the distribution of food hand outs
for the terminally sick in his ward.
22 May 2006
Mr M of Zanu PF reportedly
threatened PM of ZCDT with
closure of their organization if they
continued to work in cohorts with
the opposition in distributing food
hand outs to the terminally ill in
Jambezi ward.

10 May 2006

15 May 2006

Some suspected ZANU PF youths
allegedly threw some offensive letters
and party brochures into ZS’s yard
insulting him for allegedly being a MDC
member and for inciting other villagers
to shun the ruling party activities in
Methodist Village.

It is alleged that MT was assaulted by
suspected pro-senate MDC members
after they saw him putting up posters of
Morgan Tsvangirai in Woodville, and
because of the assault the victim
sustained some injuries.

14 May 2006
SM was accused of belonging to the
anti-senate faction of the MDC and of
spreading lies about the other faction.
The perpetrators supposedly threatened
victim with unspecified action to be
taken against her.

3 May 2006

This is a follow up story over the
alleged murder of JS in January
2002 towards the run up to the
presidential elections. NS a key
witness and suspect in this case
died on the 11th of May, increasing
the toll of deceased key suspects
and witnesses, further diminishing
the hope of bringing the assailants
to book.

14 May 2006
Victim MM and MDC branch
Chairperson was allegedly intimidated
by being forced to join Zanu PF without
his consent. He was further informed
that he would be given the post of being
the organizing secretary for Zanu PF in
ward 28.

18 May 2006

11 May 2006

Some suspected pro-senate MDC
members seemingly threatened to kill
Mr J S and his family if he continued to
support the anti-senate faction of the
MDC in Mahatshula suburb.

A suspected anti-senate MDC member
ostensibly robbed MM of Cowdray Park
her jacket and shoes after accusing her
of being a pro-senate MDC member.
The incident took place at Cowdray Park
Railway crossing

Tsholotsho

It is alleged that at Ntumbamayi,
Sihlangane village TN the kraal
head and MDC supporter was
accused together with other MDC
supporters in the area of not
contributing funds towards
developmental projects by J of
Zanu PF who also threatened to
take over the kraal head’s post from
TN.

them to produce Zanu PF membership
cards.
11 May 2006

It is reported that MM was threatened
with possible assault for allegedly
belonging to the wrong faction of the
MDC and for trying to de-campaign the
sitting councillor who belongs to the
pro-senate faction
25 May 2006

16 May 2006
Some suspected members of the
Zimbabwe National Army supposedly
harassed victim AM when they found
him reading a Standard Newspaper.
Victim was manhandled and thrown into
the army truck
25 May 2006
MN was reportedly assaulted by DP
after he accused him of failing to pay
him $6 000 000 .00 that he had
promised to receive after attending the
anti-senate MDC Congress that was held
in Harare.
29 May 2006

About 5 suspected Zanu PF youths
allegedly manhandled AN after he was
accused of being a MDC supporter and a
sell-out at Mudamburi shops in Luveve

At 1600 hours and about five suspected
ZANU PF supporters apparently
intimidated SN for wearing a MDC Tshirt when they met him at Luveve 5
Shopping Centre.

Bulawayo East

Nkulumane

2 May 2006

8 May 2006

Some suspected Zanu PF supporters
pretending to be members of the
neighbourhood watch committee
purportedly harassed KD and a friend
identified as Munyaradzi by demanding
to know their political affiliation and for

At about 8.00 pm in the evening some
suspected pro-senate MDC youths
allegedly stoned the front windows of a
house owned by MN of the anti-senate
MDC who is also the ward Chairperson.
He was denounced and labelled a sellout.
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15 May 2006
HD, SM, and SM who are members
of a local home based care
organization helping people with HIV
and AIDS were accused of working
for the opposition MDC by suspected
war veterans at Mgoqo Primary
School where he was further
intimidated.
29 May 2006
About five suspected Zanu PF
supporters saw Highlanders
supporters putting up their team
posters which, they did not like and
therefore forcibly ordered them to
remove the posters or risk being
assaulted.
29 May 2006
Pro-senate youths of the MDC
purportedly assaulted VD after they
saw him wearing a T-shirt of a
member of the anti-senate faction of
the MDC after accusing him of being
sell-out.
Makokoba

people in to believing that the economic
down trend in the nation was as a result
of bad governance by the ruling party
Zanu PF. The victim is currently living
in fear for his life.
11 May 2006
NM (60) a farm Manager at Mtshabezi
Mission was reportedly harassed and
threatened with assault by CN (56) and
(AN) of Zanu PF for denying them an
opportunity to address the farm workers
at the farm he works. Subsequent to the
case, the farm manager was said to be
leaving the farm for fear of further
victimization by the Zanu PF supporters.
In a separate in incident, MM (78)
suspected to be a member of MDC of
Gongwe village allegedly had his four
bags of maize stolen and money
amounting to a million dollars ($1,000,
000.00) by Zanu PF supporters MN (41)
and VS (64). The maize and the money
were meant to be payment for the
participation of MM in the food for
work programme. The victim is said to
have reported the case to the police and
police have since questioned the
perpetrators but nothing seems to have
materialised out of the case.

19 May 2006
Gwanda
Two suspected Policemen stopped
and allegedly harassed victim AM for
not carrying an identity card with him
as they also told him that Zimbabwe
dose not belong to Morgan Tsvangirai
he was later told to go. The incident
took place at Saucerstown Police
Station.
Lobengula\Magwegwe
22 May 2006
EN a MDC supporter is allegedly
being harassed by Zanu PF supporters
after he had given notice to people
who were renting his house to vacate.
The evictees were suspected Zanu PF
supporters.

Matabeleland South
Umzingwane
10 May 2006
MN (40) of MDC was allegedly
harassed and threatened with
unspecified action by TM (49) of
Zanu PF for reportedly misleading

2 May 2006
At Gwakwe village in ward 6, LS (66)
of MDC was reportedly harassed by FS
and MN (47) of Zanu PF for his desire
to contest in the local council elections
scheduled for August 2006. It is
alleged that the victim almost suffered
his property being maliciously injured
after the perpetrators threw stones at the
car he was driving but missed. The
victim the former head of Makwe
Primary School was receiving threats
ever since he registered to contest.
12 May 2006
At Maphane in ward 7 and Ngqmeni
district, MM (40) of unknown affiliation
is reported to have been harassed and
threatened by BM, SM (67) and JM (44)
all of Zanu PF who allegedly disrupted
the Chief installation ceremony at which
he was to be installed chief because the
victim was not a Zanu PF supporter. It
is alleged that on the day in question the
perpetrators brought another candidate
for installation to the surprise of many
who had gathered for the ceremony.
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23 May 2006
JM (44) of MDC of Lushonkwe village
in ward 9 was reportedly assaulted by
AB also of MDC due to intra-party
differences within the opposition party
MDC. It is alleged that both want to
contest in the forthcoming local
government elections. The victim was
injured and had to be attended to
medically at Gwanda Hospital.
27 May 2006
In ward 6 at Wabayi village, MS (69)
suspected to be an MDC supporter was
purportedly harassed by AC and JN of
Zanu PF. It is alleged that the victim
was chased away from a meeting at
which he was registering people who
had been invited to come and meet
Councillor to discuss the development in
the ward.
Insiza
12 May 2006
NM (67), EH (68) of Mpumelelo village
in ward 1 were harassed by Zanu PF
supporters and had their rations of food
from the food from work programme
deducted for failing to attend Zanu PF
meetings

Masvingo
Bikita East
16 May 2006
At Nomutse a school head was beaten
up by a Zanu PF member M. who
accused him of being an MDC
supporter.
Chiredzi North
11 May 2006
At Mkwasine a chairperson of the newly
settled farmers, B. together with four
war veterans forced a section manager at
the estate, S. to vacate his house because
he was suspected to be an MDC
supporter.
13 May 2006
Another Manager at Mkwasine Mr M.
had his house taken away by Zanu PF
supporters led by H.
15 May 2006
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ruling party.
A white farmer at Mkwasine estate JT
allegedly received threats to the effect
that he had to vacate his fields a well as
house by Zanu PF supporters led by C.

A Johanne Masowe church leader J
allegedly threatened all those who voted
for the MDC death before the year 2008.

is said to have gone ahead threatening
that anyone who would be seen at the
MDC rally would face eviction from
Gokwe. Two men and two youths were
selected to attend the rally to check for
that those who would attend the rally.

Masvingo Central

22 May 2006

12 May 2006

A local woman CM of Industrial Site
was reportedly harassed by LM and EM.
It is alleged that CM’s name was deleted
from food aid list because it was said
she was seen at the MDC rally.

31 May 2006

25 May 2006
GS a farmer at Mkwasine was told by
Zanu PF supporter led by H, a war
veteran, to pave way for A2 farmers by
moving off the farm.
Chiredzi South
8 May 2006
At Hippo Valley GD was reportedly
threatened with assault if he dared
remain at the estate by Zanu PF
supporters led by W.
10 May 2006
In Hippo Valley, a section manager CH
allegedly received threats for his alleged
support for the opposition party by a
ZANU PF supporter M.T.
Chivi North
30 May 2006
At Chivi Growth point RH was
supposedly assaulted by G.M. For
attending an NCA meet alleging that the
NCA is the same as the MDC.
Chivi South
24 May 2 006
At Chikore School RZ and FM were
allegedly denied food aid from Dachi
Care Food as they were accused by
Zanu PF supporters AM and MM of
having sons who supported the MDC.
Gutu North
10 May 2006
At Kamangorere School a teacher, B.M.
Was threatened for allegedly supporting
the MDC by a ZANU PF supporter CC.
Gutu South
5 May 2006
Employees of former independent
candidates, SC and TM, (for Gutu
South) were reportedly denied food
which was being distributed through the
MP as they were viewed enemies of the

Residents of Mucheke were allegedly
forced to attend the Vice President
Mujuru's rally which was held at
Mucheke stadium. Shops were forced to
close

Midlands
Gokwe
3 May 2006
A 37 year old woman BZ of Sai Village
was called to the Chief’s court by her
Kraal head ST after she had been visited
by her sister who lives in Kwekwe. It is
alleged that the visiting sister had
addressed an MDC meeting when she
came. At the court the victim was
allegedly warned that if such a case
happens again the she would be evicted
from the village.
21 May 2006
A suspected MDC supporter GCM was
reportedly harassed and assaulted by
Zanu PF supporters for supposedly
organising a meeting to map out
strategies to disrupt an intended meeting
which was going to be addressed by and
opposition leader Morgan Tsvangirai the
following week. GCM was allegedly
later identified to be an MDC supporter
and yet he had worked hand in hand
with Zanu PF to work against MDC. He
was subsequently assaulted by the Zanu
PF supporters who accused him of being
an MDC spy.
21 May 2006
All suspected and known MDC
supporters who lived in Mapfungautsi
suburb were allegedly harassed by Zanu
PF members. It is alleged that Zanu PF
District Committee called for a meeting
with the residents which was to be
addressed by RM on the Zanu PF
District Committee members. RM
allegedly told the rally that nobody was
allowed to attend the MDC rally which
had been scheduled to take place in a
few days within the same week. He also
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23 May 2006
GN a member of the MDC was
allegedly approached by a Zanu PF
member after learning that she had
attended an MDC rally. The perpetrator
is said to have gone to the victim’s
house and demanded to know why she
had attended the rally. The victim was
then assaulted as she tried to explain her
position resulting in her blouse being
torn in the process.
Gokwe Nembudziya
1 May 2006
An MDC member RM of Chinyenyetu
Primary School was seemingly harassed
by JW of Zanu PF. It is alleged that RM
had his maize taken by his kraal head
with whom he was supposed to share
when they were given Food for Work.
The kraal head is said to have told RM
that as a member of the MDC he was
not supposed to benefit from the
government
7 May 2006
An old man (60) Mr KM was suspected
to support MDC by VM of Zanu PF.
The victim was told not to ask why he
was left out from the food for work
since he was a member of the
opposition.
10 May 2006
MDC’s WC was reportedly harassed by
Zanu PF’s state agents when he returned
back home from London. He was
apparently chased away from home and
accused of having gone to London to
source funds for the MDC.
13 May 2006
A Zanu PF member M G of
Chkirimatsito Primary School was
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21 May 2006
reportedly harassed and beaten by
members of the MDC TS and SM. It is
alleged that the MDC members accused
the victim of having teamed up with
other members of the Zanu PF to beat
them. So they thought of squaring the
deal.
15 May 2006
The peasant farmers in Ward 1 Makore
allegedly complained bitterly after a
new Zanu PF Resettlement Committee
led by a well known Border Gezi
member started to select only Zanu PF
members to allocation of stands. Some
farmers were left out on the pretext that
they were MDC supporters. However,
their complaints are said to have fallen
on deaf ears as no action was taken.
19 May 2006
EV of MDC was reportedly harassed
and assaulted by Zanu Pf supporters for
seemingly failing to donate money to the
Zanu PF party. It is alleged that the
incident took place after the victim was
seen spending his money at the
township.
19 May 2006
A Zanu PF supporter TD of Makwikwi
Village was supposedly harassed and
assaulted by CN a member of the MDC.
It is said that MDC members had called
for a meeting to map out how they were
to work in their area but TM failed to
attend the meeting thus the harassment
and assault.
Gokwe Chireya
5 May 2006
RB of Choda Primary School was
allegedly raped by a member of the
Neighbourhood Watch, M. It is alleged
that M had proposed love to RB but was
turned down and on this day, the
perpetrator allegedly met the victim
wearing an MDC T/shirt and started
accusing her of being a traitor and raped
her once.
17 May 2006
An MDC youth, RC of Svibe Tiki
School was allegedly harassed by
Councillor M C and Mrs M. It is
purported that RC was seen attending a
funeral of a Zanu PF supporter. The
Councillor is said to have sent Mrs M to
chase her away.

Three members of the MDC PN, TS
and ET of Shingai Primary School
were supposedly harassed by Zanu PF
supporters P and LC who apparently
assaulted the victims because they
had found them mobilising people to
go and attend an MDC meeting which
was to take place in the area.

5 May 2006

24 May 2006

8 May 2006

RM of Shingai Primary School was
reportedly raped by DC of Shingai
Primary School. It is alleged that
when DC met the woman and started
accusing RM’s sister of being a
member of the MDC. A scuffle
subsequently ensued and then DC
raped the woman once and left.

Three locals ND, OG and MN were
reportedly harassed by Zanu PF
supporters SM and C because for not
attending Zanu PF meetings. The
three were accused of supporting
MDC.

Gokwe Sengwa

A member of Zanu PF TZ of Gororo
Millers was allegedly intercepted by
MDC supporters NN and AM when
he was on his way to the grinding
mill. It is alleged that the two
members accused the victims of being
supporters of Zanu PF. The
perpetrators also took the victim into
the bush where they kept him for over
nine hours and then released him
when they learnt that they were being
sought.

7 May 2006
Mr CM of Gwave Primary School
was reportedly harassed by Chief N.
The victim a kraal head in the area,
said to have failed to pay a beast to
the chief which the chief had ordered
all kraal heads to do at a meeting.
The Chief is alleged to have further
threatened the kraal heads that failure
to comply with his orders that result
in them losing the kraal headship.
The victim is reported to have refused
to honour the chief’s command and
was told that he had defied
government orders because the
command was as per instruction from
Zanu PF and government.
21 May 2006
WM and FS both MDC supporters
from Muteto village were supposedly
harassed by Mrs M of Zanu PF. It is
reported that the two victims were
overheard talking about the success of
MDC in Budiriro elections and were
refused to buy some bread.
Zhombe
4 May 2006
PS of Nyaradzo Primary School and a
member of MDC were reportedly
harassed by two Zanu PF supporters
JN and AM. It is alleged that the
victim did not attend one of the Zanu
PF meetings in the area.
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Three locals MN, LN and CM were
supposedly harassed by Zanu PF
supporters MM and JM. It is said that
the three were accused of carrying out
MDC duties yet they were claiming to
be Zanu PF supporters.

9 May 2006

14 May 2006
PM of MDC of Mapuranga Store was
supposedly harassed by MN of Zanu
PF from Torororo Secondary School.
PM was accused of preparing to stand
as a candidate for MDC which was
viewed as a move to further the
British interests in the country.
18 May 2006
It is reported that locals in the area
were being harassed by Zanu PF
members. Zanu PF supporter JM, LM
and MM of Mavule Primary School
were seen harassing and threatening
locals that they would have their
house destroyed if they continued
supporting MDC.
21 May 2006
BN a member of the ruling party
Zanu PF was allegedly kidnapped and
kept for some time by members of the
MDC. It is said that when BN
reportedly came from some treatment
at Sidakeni Clinic he was seen by DM
of MDC who then informed his
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colleagues to take BN as soon as he
leaves the clinic to a place behind ant
hills where he was apparently
detained for several house. They
wanted him to renounce his party
Zanu PF and join MDC.
22 May 2006
LM, LM and TD all of Zanu PF
allegedly harassed locals while they
went round the residential areas in
search for known and suspected MDC
supporters. They accused the locals
of supporting the interests of the
British if they failed to attend Zanu
PF rallies.
Kwekwe
1 May 2006
DM of MDC was supposedly
assaulted by Zanu PF supporters, SM
and four others. The victim is said to
have had attended a ZCTU May Day
celebrations and was for that reason
accused of supporting MDC.
Still on the same day, in a different
case, PM an MDC supporter of
Amaveni Township was reportedly
harassed by SS and M of Zanu PF. It
is alleged that the two victims who
had gone to look for employment at
the Ministry of Education, Sports and
Culture where they were denied the
chance to employment because they
had no reference letters from Zanu
PF.
10 May 2006
GN an MDC supporter of Globe and
Phoenix Mine was reportedly
assaulted by gold panners. It is
alleged that the victim had gone to
pan when it was discovered that he
was a member of the opposition and

© ZPP Programmes Dept. May 2006
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ANNEXURE 1 – Statistical Graphs of Human Rights Violations per Province
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BACKGROUND & FORMATION

_____________
The Zimbabwe
Peace Project
(ZPP)
was
conceived
shortly after
2000 by a group of Churches and NGOs working or interested in
human rights and peace-building initiatives, and was to become a
vehicle for civic interventions in a time of political crisis. In
particular ZPP sought to monitor and document incidents of

human rights violations and politically-motivated breaches of
the peace e.g. violence.
Today, ZPP’s member organisations include, the Catholic
Commission for Justice and Peace (CCJP), Zimbabwe Council of
Churches (ZCC), Evangelical Fellowship of Zimbabwe (EFZ),
Zimbabwe Election Support Network (ZESN), Counselling
Services Unit (CSU), Zimbabwe Liberators’ Platform, Zimbabwe
Civic Education Trust, ZimRights, Civic Education Network
Trust.(CIVNET)

GOAL AND OBJECTS OF THE ORGANISATION
ZPP was established with the aim of promoting peaceful coexistence and to help reduce political conflict and violence
through monitoring, investigating and researching the causes
and nature of violence and circulating widely the results of such
activities. The organisation also aims to help resolve politically
related conflicts, and to identify victims and perpetrators of

such conflicts, the former of whom will be assisted by being
given any support they may require, e.g. legal, medical or
material assistance. ZPP aims to work in cooperation with any
authorities, institutions and individuals to achieve its objectives
of curbing violence and upholding human rights.

VISION
To see Zimbabwe transform into a society that cherishes the pursuit and realisation of justice, freedom, peace, human dignity and
development.

MISSION
To heighten the nation’s socio-political conscience and senses of responsibility against violence and human rights abuses through
information and practical interventions.

GOAL
To reduce violence and human rights violations through community-based and national monitoring, documentation of cases of human rights
abuses, and making partnerships and alliances that tap the expertise and assets of local communities and local and regional organisations
that will help the attainment of sustainable peace and democracy in Zimbabwe.

THE OBJECTS
OBJECTS OF THE ZPP
monitoring and documenting incidents of
politically-motivated violence and human
rights abuses
To initiate and support projects which
promote peace and respect for fundamental
rights and freedoms
To tackle political rancour and the tendency to
commit violence and human rights excesses as
a way of influencing electoral and political
thought, and outcomes
To initiate and promote public education
concerning the benefits of pursuing, keeping
and preserving the peace, social harmony and
political tranquillity
To identify victims of political violence and
human rights violations and refer these to
other institutions providing medical , legal,
financial ,moral or other support
Giving out timely , well researched and
authentic reports on cases of human rights

violations
to
other
organisations,
stakeholders and any individuals or
organisations that may want to use the
information for other purposes
Providing an early warning mechanism to
catalyse action to deal with situations that
are likely to lead to breaches of peace and
human rights violations
Influencing policy decisions on issues of peace
and human rights through issuing of policy
briefs
Increasing networking with community
groups and local , regional and international
organisation dealing with issues of peace ,
human rights, conflict resolution and
democracy
Improving the capacity of our communitybased monitors in areas of research,
information gathering and reporting
To investigate cases of political violence and
the violation of fundamental rights and
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take the form of private prosecutions, court
applications s and actions.

freedoms and institute legal proceedings
against offenders as a way of combating
lawlessness and impunity. The proceedings can

VALUES
ZPP believes in and upholds the following moral principles and standards:
Democracy and good governance

The protection of individual group rights and
freedoms, and the human worth.

Rule of law

Non partisanship and impartiality in dealing
with situations of conflict and human rights
abuses

Probity & accountability of public office
Factual & credible documentation of human
rights excesses

-Gender sensitivity and Equality of all mankind.

ACTIVITIES
The organisation is engaged in the following activities to achieve its goals:
Monitoring all forms of violence and human
rights abuse and collecting data on conditions,
practices and policies which affect the human
rights, freedoms, dignity and livelihood of
people, e.g. the availability or otherwise of
food;

victims and perpetrators of violence and
human rights abuses;
Training monitors
Referring of victims of violence and human
rights abuses to organisations better placed
to offer relevant assistance;

Recording and documenting cases of conflict
and human rights violations;

Researching on causes, degree, effects of
violence and human rights abuses, and ways of
eliminating and avoiding conflict and human
rights violations;

Networking strategically with other
organisations able to assist victims and
perpetrators;
Conducting follow-up investigations to gather
enough evidence to build up water tight cases
for purposes of litigation;

Promoting dispute resolution and conflict
management interventions;

Ensuring that certain verified cases of
violence and human rights violations are
litigated and perpetrators are punished; as
part of an anti-impunity drive through the
courts

Issuing policy briefs to influence policy
decisions deterring the culture or institution
of violence and human rights abuses.

Providing basic counselling services for both

UNIQUENESS
UNIQUENESS
The organisation’s strength lies in the fact that it is perhaps
the only permanent community-based civil society organisation
with a country-wide grassroots presence. ZPP has two trained
primary monitors deployed in each of the 120 electoral
constituencies of Zimbabwe.

The monitors are members of the communities within which
they reside and work, and this gives ZPP the capacity to, among
other things, ‘sense’ conflicts long before their symptoms
spread.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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The member organisations which formed the Zimbabwe Peace Project are:

CCJP ZCC EFZ
ZESN Zimrights Zimcet
ZLP CSU
Civnet

The Zimbabwe Peace Project has offices in all provinces of the country. If you wish to know more about the organisation you are free to
approach our officers at any of the following addresses:
Cell: 011 423 187
Head Office
43 Dan Judson Road
Gweru
Milton Park, Harare
90B—10th St.
P O Box BE 427, Belvedere
Cell: 011 423 185
Tel: (04) 77 83 11
77 84 77
Hwange
Cell: 011 423 192
Zeco Mess, Rm. 19, Baobab Hill
011 423 182
Cell: 011 423 184
Bulawayo
39 Edge House, Fife St.
Cell: 011 423 189

Gwanda
Gwanda Pharmacy Bldg. Gwanda
Cell: 011 423 186

Mutare
27 Fifth St.
Cell: 011 423 183

Chinhoyi
Stand 5332 Midway Ext.
Cell: 011 423 192

Masvingo
4 Robin House, 974 Mazorodze Ave

Report Editorial
Editorial Team
Christine Kwangwari: Programmes Manager
Chipo Mhike: Programme Information Assistant
Shamiso Makande: Programme Information Assistant
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